Abstract-In this paper, we analyze the feasibility of linear interference alignment (IA) for multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) interference broadcast channel (MIMO-IBC) with constant coefficients. We pose and prove the necessary conditions of linear IA feasibility for general MIMO-IBC. Except for the proper condition, we find another necessary condition to ensure a kind of irreducible interference to be eliminated. We then prove the necessary and sufficient conditions for a special class of MIMO-IBC, where the numbers of antennas are divisible by the number of data streams per user. Since finding an invertible Jacobian matrix is crucial for the sufficiency proof, we first analyze the impact of sparse structure and repeated structure of the Jacobian matrix. Considering that for the MIMO-IBC the sub-matrices of the Jacobian matrix corresponding to the transmit and receive matrices have different repeated structure, we find an invertible Jacobian matrix by constructing the two sub-matrices separately. We show that for the MIMO-IBC where each user has one desired data stream, a proper system is feasible. For symmetric MIMO-IBC, we provide proper but infeasible region of antenna configurations by analyzing the difference between the necessary conditions and the sufficient conditions of linear IA feasibility.
I. INTRODUCTION
I NTER-CELL interference (ICI) is a bottleneck for future cellular networks to achieve high spectral efficiency, especially for multi-input-multi-output (MIMO) systems. When multiple base stations (BSs) share both the data and the channel state information (CSI), network MIMO can improve the throughput remarkably [1] . When only CSI is shared, the ICI can be avoided by the coordination among the BSs. In information theoretic terminology, the scenario without the data sharing is a MIMO interference broadcast channel (MIMO-IBC) when each BS transmits to multiple users in its serving cell with same time-frequency resource, and is a MIMO interference channel (MIMO-IC) when each BS transmits to one user in its own cell.
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The authors are with the School of Electronics and Information Engineering, Beihang University, Beijing 100191, China (e-mail: ttliu@ee.buaa.edu.cn; cyyang@buaa.edu.cn). To reveal the potential of the interference networks, significant research efforts have been devoted to find the capacity region. To solve such a challenging problem while capturing the essential nature of the interference channel, various approaches have been proposed to characterize the capacity approximately. Degrees of freedom (DoF) is the firstorder approximation of sum rate capacity at high signal-tonoise ratio regime and also called as multiplexing gain, which has received considerable attentions. When using the breakthrough concept of interference alignment (IA) [2] , a G-cell MIMO-IC where each BS and each user have M antennas can achieve a DoF of M/2 per cell [3] . For a two-cell MIMO-IBC where each cell has K active users, each BS and each user have M = K + 1 antennas, a per cell DoF of M can be achieved when K approaches to infinity [4] . This result is surprising, because the DoF is the same as the maximal DoF achievable by network MIMO but without data sharing among the BSs. Encouraged by such a promising performance of linear IA, many recent works strived to analyze the DoF for MIMO-IC [5] , [6] and MIMO-IBC [7] , [8] , [9] with various settings.
For the MIMO-IC or MIMO-IBC with constant coefficients (i.e., without symbol extension over time or frequency domain), to derive the maximum DoF achieved by linear IA, it is crucial to analyze the minimum numbers of transmit and receive antennas that guarantees the IA to be feasible. Yet the feasibility analysis of linear IA for general MIMO-IC and MIMO-IBC is still an open problem since the problem was recognized in [10] .
The feasibility analysis of linear IA feasibility includes finding and proving the necessary and sufficient conditions. For the necessary conditions, a proper condition was first proposed in [11] by relating the IA feasibility to the problem of determining the solvability of a system represented by multivariate polynomial equations. When the channels are generic (i.e., drawn from a continuous probability distribution), the authors in [12] , [13] proved that the proper condition is one of the necessary conditions for the IA feasibility of MIMO-IC. The proper condition was then respectively provided for symmetric MIMO-IBC 1 in [14] , general MIMO-IBC in [15] and partiallyconnected symmetric MIMO-IBC in [16] . Besides the proper condition, another class of necessary conditions was found for MIMO-IC in [6] , [17] , [18] and for MIMO-IBC in [16] .
To prove the sufficient conditions, two different approaches have been employed. One is to find a closed-form solution for linear IA [4] , [17] , [18] , [19] , and the other is to prove the existence of a linear IA solution [12] , [13] , [20] , [21] . Unfortunately, the closed-form IA solutions are only available for finite cases, e.g., symmetric three-cell MIMO-IC [17] , [18] and symmetric two-cell MIMO-IBC with special antenna configurations [4] , [19] . To find the sufficient conditions for general cases, various methodologies were employed in [12] , [13] , [20] , [21] to show when the IA solutions exist. These studies all indicate that, the IA solution exists when the mapping f : V → H is surjective [21] 2 , where H is the channel space and V is the solution space. These studies also proved that if f is surjective for one channel realization H H H 0 , it will be surjective for generic channels with probability one. Furthermore, the authors in [12] proved that if the Jacobian matrix of H H H 0 is invertible, f is surjective for H H H 0 . Along another line, the authors in [13] , [20] proved that if the firstorder terms of the IA polynomial equations with H H H 0 are linear independent, f will be surjective for H H H 0 . Interestingly, the matrix composed of the first-order terms in [13] , [20] happens to be the Jacobian matrix in [12] . Moreover, the matrix to check the IA feasibility in [21] is also a Jacobian matrix, though in a form different from [12] . Consequently, all the analysis in [12] , [13] , [20] , [21] indicate that to prove the existence of the IA solution for MIMO-IC, an invertible Jacobian matrix needs to be found, either explicitly or implicitly. This conclusion is also true for MIMO-IBC.
The way to construct an invertible Jacobian matrix depends on the channel feature. So far, an invertible Jacobian matrix has only been found for single beam MIMO-IC with general configurations and multi-beam MIMO-IC in two special cases: 1) the numbers of transmit and receive antennas are divisible by the number of data streams per user [12] , and 2) the numbers of transmit and receive antennas are identical [13] . For the general multi-beam MIMO-IC, and for both single and multi-beam MIMO-IBC, the problem remains unsolved, owing to their different channel features with the single beam MIMO-IC.
The Jacobian matrix of MIMO IC and MIMO-IBC has two important properties in structure: 1) sparse structure (i.e., many elements are zero) and 2) repeated structure (i.e., some nonzero elements are identical). In general, it is hard to construct an invertible matrix with the sparse structure [22] . For MIMO-IC, the study in [20] indicates that if the Jacobian matrix can be constructed as a permutation matrix (which is invertible), the linear IA is feasible. However, only for some cases, e.g., single beam MIMO-IC and the special class of multi-beam MIMO-IC considered in [12] , there exists a Jacobian matrix that can be set as a permutation matrix. For other cases, due to the repeated structure, the Jacobian matrices cannot be set as permutation matrices. Until now only the authors in [13] constructed an invertible Jacobian matrix for the MIMO-IC with M = N , but the construction method cannot be extended to the cases beyond such a special case. 2 It is also called full-dimensional [12] , dominant [13] or algebraic independent of the polynomials [20] .
In fact, when the Jacobian matrix is not able to be set as a permutation matrix, how to construct an invertible Jacobian matrix is still unknown. This hinders the analysis for finding the minimal antenna configuration to support the IA feasibility.
In this paper, we investigate the feasibility of linear IA for the MIMO-IBC with constant coefficients. The main contributions are summarized as follows.
• The necessary conditions of the IA feasibility for a general MIMO-IBC are provided and proved. Except for the proper condition, we find another kind of necessary condition, which ensures a sort of irreducible ICI to be eliminated. 3 The existence conditions of the irreducible ICIs are provided.
• The sufficient conditions of the IA feasibility for a special class of MIMO-IBC are proved, where the numbers of transmit and receive antennas are all divisible by the number of data streams of each user. Although the considered setup is similar to the MIMO-IC in [12] , the channel features of the two setups differ. For MIMO-IBC, the invertible Jacobian matrix cannot be set as a permutation matrix due to the confliction with the repeated structure. Based on the observation that the sub-matrices of the Jacobian matrix of MIMO-IBC corresponding to the transmit and receive matrices have different repeated structures, we propose a general rule to construct an invertible Jacobian matrix where the two sub-matrices are constructed in different ways.
• From the insight provided by analyzing the necessary conditions and the sufficient conditions, we provide the proper but infeasible region of antenna configuration for symmetric MIMO-IBC. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We describe the system model in Section II. The necessary conditions for general MIMO-IBC and the necessary and sufficient conditions for a special class of MIMO-IBC will be provided and proved in Section III and Section IV, respectively. We discuss the connection between the proper condition and the feasibility condition in Section V. Conclusions are given in the last section.
Notations: Conjugation, transpose, Hermitian transpose, and expectation are represented by (·) * , (·) T , (·) H , and E{·}, respectively. Tr{·} is the trace of a matrix, and diag{·} is a block diagonal matrix. ⊗ is the Kronecker product operator, vec{·} is the operator that converts a matrix or set into a column vector, I I I d is an identity matrix of size d. | · | is the cardinality of a set, ∅ denotes an empty set, and A \ B = {x ∈ A|x / ∈ B} denotes the relative complement of A in B. ∃ means "there exists" and ∀ means "for all".
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a downlink G-cell MIMO network. In cell i, BS i supports K i users, i = 1, · · · , G. The kth user in cell i (denoted by MS i k ) is equipped with N i k antennas to receive
The total DoF to be supported by the network is
Assume that there are no data sharing among the BSs and every BS has perfect CSIs of all links. This is a scenario of general MIMO-IBC, and the configuration is denoted by
The polynomial equation (2a) 
) where the channel matrices {H H H i k ,j } are generic (i.e., drawn from a continuous probability distribution), if the linear IA is feasible, the following conditions must be satisfied,
where
denotes the set of all cellpairs that mutually interfering each other, I is an arbitrary subset of J , and I A , I B ⊆ {1, · · · , G} are arbitrary two subsets of the index set of the G cells.
A. Proof of (3a)
Proof: Comparing (2a) and (2b), we can see that the channel matrices of MS i k in the two equations are all equal to H H H i k ,i . As a result, the rank constraint is coupled with the MUI-free constraint, such that the proof for MIMO-IC in [10] , [11] cannot be directly applied.
Note that from the view of MS i k , the desired data streams of other users in cell i are its MUI, while from the view of BS i , all the data streams for the users in cell i are its desired signals. Combining (2a) and (2b), we can obtain a rank constraint for BS i as rank [ 
Now the channel matrices in (4a) are independent of those in (4b). Since the channel matrix H H H i k ,i is generic, (4a) is automatically satisfied with probability one when rank(V V V i ) = d i and rank(U U U i k ) = d i k [10] . Therefore, (3a) is necessary to satisfy the equivalent rank constraint (4a).
Different from multi-beam MIMO-IC, the aggregated receive matrix for different users in MIMO-IBC has a blockdiagonal structure due to the non-cooperation among the users.
The intuitive meaning of (3a) is straightforward. BS i should have enough antennas to transmit the overall d i desired signals to multiple users in cell i, i.e., to ensure MUI-free transmission, and MS i k should have enough antennas to receive its d i k desired signals, i.e., to ensure IDI-free transmission.
B. Proof of (3b)
Proof: To satisfy (4b) under the constraint of (4a), we need to first reserve some variables in the transmit and receive matrices to ensure the equivalent rank constraints, and then use the remaining variables to remove the ICI. To this end, we partition the transmit and receive matrices as follows
where P P P V j ∈ C Mj ×Mj and P P P
are the effective transmit and receive matrices, whose elements are the remaining variables after extracting d where F F F i k ,j (·) represents the ICIs fromV V V j toŪ U U i k , i.e., the interference generated by the effective transmit matrix of BS j to the kth user in cell i.
respectively. Hence, (3b) ensures that for all subsets of the equations in (8) , the number of involved variables is at least as large as the number of corresponding equations. Analogous to MIMO-IC, to eliminate the ICI in the network thoroughly, all the cell-pairs that are interfering each other, i.e., those in set J and any subset of it, I, should be considered. Different from MIMO-IC, we should not generate ICI to arbitrary subsets of the users in each cell, i.e., K i , rather than not generate ICI to a single user in each cell. 5 From the definition in [11] , we know that this is actually the condition to ensure the MIMO-IBC to be proper. In a MIMO-IC with generic channel matrix, the proper condition has been proved as a necessary condition of the IA feasibility [12] . For the considered MIMO-IBC, the channel matrix H H H i k ,j is also generic. Therefore, the proper condition is necessary for the MIMO-IBC to be feasible. Now, (3b) is proved.
The intuitive meaning of (3b) is to ensure that any pairs of BSs and the users in any pairs of cells should have enough spatial resources to transmit and receive their desired signals and to eliminate the ICIs between these BSs and users.
C. Proof of (3c)
Proof: To express the ICIs generated from the BSs in any cells to the users in any other cells, we consider two nonoverlapping clusters A and B, as shown in Fig. 1 . We use I A and I B to denote the cell index sets in the clusters A and B, respectively, then I A ∩ I B = ∅. Let A = {j|j ∈ I A } and B = {i k |k ∈ K i , i ∈ I B } denote the BS index set in cluster A and the user index set in cluster B, respectively. The ZF constraints to eliminate the ICI from the BSs in cluster A to the users in cluster B can be written as
is the stacked channel matrix from the BSs in cluster A to the users in cluster B, A s and B s are the sth elements in A and B, respectively, p |A| = |I A | and q |B| = i∈IB |K i |, Since H H H B,A is generic, its rank satisfies rank (H H H B,A ) = min{M A , N B } with probability one [10] A and the desired signals of cluster B, the overall subspace dimension of the received signals for the users in cluster B should satisfy N B ≥ d A + d B according to the rank-nullity theorem [23] .
with probability one. Then, the BSs in cluster A need to avoid generating d B ICIs to the users in cluster B. To transmit d A desired data streams, the overall subspace dimension of the transmit signals from the BSs in cluster A should satisfy
As a result, we obtain max{M
The intuitive meaning of (3c) is to ensure that a sort of irreducible ICI can be eliminated. The concept of irreducible ICI is explained as follows. For the ICIs between a BS in cluster A and a set of users in cluster B, if the dimension of these ICIs cannot be reduced by designing the receive matrices of the users, they are irreducible ICIs and can only be eliminated by the BS. Similarly, for the ICIs between several BSs in cluster A and a user in cluster B, if the dimension of these ICIs cannot be reduced by designing the transmit matrices of the BSs, they are irreducible ICIs and can only be eliminated by the user.
From the proof of (3c), we know that when
It implies that when there exists a BS in cluster A whose dimension of observation space is no less than the overall dimension of observation space at all the users in cluster B, there exist the irreducible ICIs that can only be removed by the BS.
On the other hand, when
, there exist the irreducible ICIs that can only be removed by the user. Therefore, we call (10) and (11) as the existence conditions of the irreducible ICIs.
To understand the impact of the irreducible ICIs, we take the case satisfying (10) as an example, where the ICIs between BS j and the users in cluster B are irreducible. In other words, the receive matrices of the users in cluster B are not able to compress these ICIs. To ensure the linear IA to be feasible, in
It means that the number of variables in the effective transmit matrix at BS j should exceed the number of ICIs. In other words, BS j should be able to avoid the ICI. Therefore, (12) is the condition of eliminating the irreducible ICI. By contrast, if (10) does not hold, these ICIs are reducible at the BS passively, because anyway the BS only "see" these ICIs in a subspace with lower dimension of M j than the overall observation space at all the users in cluster B with dimension of i∈IB k∈Ki N i k . In this case, the ICIs between BS j and the users in cluster B can be removed by their implicit "cooperation" of sharing variables in their processing matrices. To eliminate the ICI from BS j to the users in cluster B, in this case the proper condition (3b) requires
It indicates that the overall number of variables in the transmit and receive matrices at both BS j and the users in set K i should exceed the overall number of ICIs among them. Therefore, (13) is the condition of eliminating the reducible ICI.
In practice, there exist both the reducible ICI and the irreducible ICI in a MIMO-IBC. Comparing (12) and (13), we can see that the proper conditions only ensure to eliminate all the reducible ICIs but not all the irreducible ICIs. This explains the reason why the IA is infeasible for the system whose configuration satisfies (3b) but does not satisfy (3c).
In summary, (3a) ensures that there are enough antennas to convey the desired signals between each BS and each user. (3b) ensures to eliminate the reducible ICIs by sharing the spatial resources between the BSs and the users, whereas (3c) ensures to eliminate the irreducible ICIs either at the BS side or at the user side.
IV. NECESSARY AND SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR A SPECIAL CLASS OF MIMO-IBC
In this section, we present and prove the necessary and sufficient conditions of linear IA feasibility for a special class of MIMO-IBC, where the numbers of transmit and receive antennas are all divisible by the number of data streams of each user. Owing to the second feature of MIMO-IBC, the sufficiency proof for MIMO-IBC is more difficult than the special class of MIMO-IC in [12] .
We start by proving the necessity, which is simple. Then, we analyze two important properties of the Jacobian matrix for general MIMO-IBC and MIMO-IC. We proceed to present three lemmas to show the impact of the two properties. Finally, we prove the sufficiency by constructing an invertible Jacobian matrix for the considered MIMO-IBC, i.e., find the minimal antenna configuration to ensure the IA feasibility.
Theorem 2 (Necessary and Sufficient Conditions): For a special class of MIMO-IBC with configuration 
A. Proof of the necessity Proof: Comparing Theorem 1 and Theorem 2, we can see that (14a) and (14b) are the reduced forms of (3a) and (3b) for the special class of MIMO-IBC in Theorem 2. For this class of MIMO-IBC, (3c) becomes
In the sequel, we show that (15) can be derived from (14a) and (14b). Since M j is integral multiples of d, the value of M j can be divided into two cases:
In the first case, (15) always holds. In the second case, we have i∈IB
Considering (14a), we know that 
Considering the definition of I A and I B in (15), (14b) can be rewritten as
Substituting (17) into (18), we obtain (15) . For the considered class of MIMO-IBC, since (15) (i.e., (3c)) can be derived from (14b) (i.e., (3b)), the proper condition ensures that when there exist some irreducible ICIs, the BS or the user has enough spatial resources to avoid (or cancel) them.
B. Proof of the sufficiency
From the analysis in [12] , [13] , we know that the linear IA will be feasible for general MIMO-IC and MIMO-IBC under generic channels if we can find a channel realization that has an IA solution and whose Jacobian matrix is invertible.
Consider a channel matrix as follows
under which an IA solution can be easily found as
Then, to prove the sufficiency, we only need to construct a Jacobian matrix that is invertible atH H H 0i k ,j .
SubstitutingH H H 0 i k ,j into (8), we obtain
0 i k ,j = 0 0 0, ∀i = j (19) By taking partial derivatives to (19) , we can obtain the Jacobian matrix ofH H H 0 . 6 Before constructing an invertible Jacobian matrix, we first analyze its properties.
1) Jacobian matrix: properties and impacts: To see the structure of the Jacobian matrices for general MIMO-IC and MIMO-IBC, we rewrite the matrices in (19) as
and (19) can be rewritten as K j groups of subequations, where the lth subequation is
The Jacobian matrix of the polynomial map (20) is
Substituting (20) into (21), the elements of
where the nonzero elements in (22a) satisfy
6 Since (19) is a system represented by linear polynomials, its first-order coefficients are its partial derivatives. The condition that the first-order coefficients of polynomials are linear independent [13] , [20] is the same as the condition that the Jacobian matrix is invertible [12] .
We can see that the Jacobian matrix of general MIMO-IC and MIMO-IBC has two properties in structure:
• Sparse structure: There are many zero blocks in particular positions as shown in (22a) and (22b) [12] , [20] , [21] .
• Repeated structure: There are repeated nonzero elements in particular positions when d i k > 1 (i.e., multi-beam MIMO-IC [20] , [21] or MIMO-IBC) or K i > 1 (i.e., MIMO-IBC), ∃i, k, as shown in (23) . Such a repeated structure comes from the second feature of MIMO-IBC. Comparing (22a), (22b) with (23), we can see that the repeated elements caused by multi-beam will appear in both J J J V and J J J U , while the repeated elements caused by multi-user only appear in J J J V but not J J J U . Therefore, the repeated structure of the Jacobian matrix for MIMO-IBC is quite different with that for multi-beam MIMO-IC.
In the sequel, we introduce three lemmas to show the impact of the two properties on constructing an invertible Jacobian matrix for MIMO-IBC. 7 It is worth to note that an invertible Jacobian matrix in the case of L v > L e can be obtained from that in the case of L v = L e , since one can always remove some redundant variables to ensure L v = L e , where L v and L e denote the total numbers of scalar variables and equations in (20) . Therefore, we only need to investigate the case of L v = L e .
Lemma 1: For a proper MIMO-IBC with L v = L e , there always exists a permutation matrix that has the same sparse structure as the Jacobian matrix, and the permutation matrix can be obtained from a perfect matching in a bipartite representing (20). Proof: See Appendix A. Considering that in general the Jacobian matrix for MIMO-IBC has both the sparse structure and the repeated structure, a permutation matrix that has the same sparse structure as the Jacobian matrix is not necessarily a Jacobian matrix. One exception is the single beam MIMO-IC, where K i = 1, d i = 1. This is because its Jacobian matrix does not have the repeated structure, which can be set as a permutation matrix from Lemma 1.
Lemma 2: For the special class of MIMO-IBC in Theorem 2, an invertible Jacobian matrix for a multi-beam MIMO-IBC can be constructed from a single beam MIMO-IBC. Moreover, if the Jacobian matrix for this class of systems with d = 1 is a permutation matrix, the Jacobian matrix for the systems with d > 1 will also be a permutation matrix.
Proof: See Appendix B. The Jacobian matrix of multi-beam MIMO-IC has the repeated structure, and the Jacobian matrix of single beam MIMO-IC can be set as a permutation matrix. Lemma 2 implies that for a class of multi-beam MIMO-IC where each user expects d data streams and both the transmit and receive 7 Because when K i = 1 MIMO-IBC reduces to MIMO-IC, the conclusions for MIMO-IBC are also valid for MIMO-IC. 8 The relationship between the equations and variables in (20) can be represented by a bipartite graph, where a set of non-adjacent edges is called a matching. If a matching matches all vertices of the graph, it is called a perfect matching [24] . The perfect matching is first used to construct invertible Jacobian matrices in [22] and first used to solve the IA feasibility for MIMO-IC in [12] .
antennas are divisible by d, there exists a permutation matrix that can satisfy the two properties of the Jacobian matrix simultaneously. Consequently, the Jacobian matrix of this class of MIMO-IC can be set as a permutation matrix as shown in [12] .
Lemma 3: For a class of MIMO-IBC with
, · · · , G} \ {i}}, when (14a) and (14b) are satisfied, there does not exist any Jacobian matrix that is a permutation matrix.
Proof: See Appendix C. For the class of MIMO-IBC in Lemma 3, whose Jacobian matrix has the repeated structure, one cannot find a permutation matrix that satisfies both the two properties of the Jacobian matrix. The sufficiency of IA feasibility for this class of MIMO-IBC has not been proved only with one exception in [13] as shown later, where constructing an invertible Jacobian matrix is difficult due to the confliction of its two properties.
A sub-class of MIMO-IBC considered in the lemma is also considered by Theorem 2. We show this with several examples. In Lemma 3, φ i is a set of data stream number in one or multiple cells, whose desired signals will generate ICI to the users in cell i.
∈ φ i reduces to the condition that N − d is not divisible by Kd. When K = 1, d > 1, the system becomes a symmetric multi-beam MIMO-IC and the condition reduces to that N is not divisible by d. In this case, the sufficiency was only proved for a multi-beam MIMO-IC with M = N in [13] . When K > 1, d = 1, the system becomes a symmetric single beam MIMO-IBC and the condition reduces to that N − 1 is not divisible by K, which is one case of those considered in Theorem 2.
2) Proof of the sufficiency in Theorem 2: Proof: According to Lemma 2, in the following we only need to construct an invertible Jacobian matrix for a corresponding single beam MIMO-IBC, i.e., the case where d = 1.
When d = 1, the effective transmit and receive matrices V V V j l andŪ U U i k defined in (5) reduce to the effective transmit and receive vectorsv v v j l andū u u i k . Then, (20) is simplified as
To construct an invertible Jacobian matrix for the MIMO-IBC with d = 1, we first analyze the structure of the matrix.
In the Jacobian matrix, the rows correspond to the entries of equation set Y {F i k ,j l (H H H 0 )|∀i = j}, and the columns correspond to the entries of variable set. To show its repeated structure, we divide all the ICIs into G j=1 K j subsets, where
j} is a subset of the ICIs generated from the effective transmit vectorv v v j l of BS j to all the users in other cells, which contains
Consequently, the Jacobian matrix will be invertible if
T , the rows of the
, whose rows correspond to all the ICIs generated fromv v v j l and columns correspond to all the variables provided byv v v mn .
According to (22a), (22b) and (24), the elements of the Jacobian matrix are
In (27a) and (27b), the nonzero elements respectively satisfy
From (27a), we obtain
whereH H H 
are identical. This comes from the second feature of MIMO-IBC.
In the following, we construct an invertible Jacobian matrix with such sparse structure and repeated structure.
Essentially, the existence of an invertible Jacobian matrix implies that all the ICIs in the corresponding network can be eliminated with linear IA, as analyzed with a bipartite graph in [12] . This suggests that in order to construct an invertible Jacobian matrix we need to find a way to assign each of the variables in the transmit and receive vectors to each of the ICIs.
The structure of the Jacobian matrix in Fig. 2 gives rise to the following observation: the transmit variable assignment is not as flexible as the receive variable assignment. Specifically, as shown from the proof of Lemma 3, the repeated structure of J J J V (H H H 0 ) requires that if one transmit vector of BS j is assigned to avoid the ICI to a user in other cell, the other transmit vectors of BS j have also to avoid the ICI to the same user. In other words, all the transmit vectors at one BS must avoid generating ICIs to the same user in other cell. 9 This leads to the difficulty to construct an invertible Jacobian matrix for the MIMO-IBC considered in Lemma 3, where the BS can only avoid partial ICIs it generated but it does not know which ICIs it should avoid. By contrast, the receive variable assignment in a MIMO-IBC with d = 1 is flexible, because J J J U (H H H 0 ) does not have the repeated structure. By applying the result in Lemma 1, J J J U (H H H 0 ) can be set as a sub-matrix of a permutation matrix. Inspired by this observation, we can first construct J J J U (H H H 0 ), i.e., assign the variables in the receive vector to deal with some ICIs, using the way of perfect matching. Then, we construct J J J V (H H H 0 ) to deal with the remaining ICIs. To circumvent the confliction between allowing the transmit vectors of each BS to avoid different ICIs and ensuring the repeated structure of the Jacobian matrix, we only reserve enough variables in these transmit vectors but do not assign variables to eliminate specific ICIs. Such an idea translates to the following two rules to construct the invertible Jacobian matrix. 
Considering the definition in (26), we have
In Rule 1, the perfect matching ensures that there are
(H H H 0 ) that are scattered in different rows, and then rank(J J J
Using elementary transformations, we can eliminate 
Comparing with (25), we know that J J J(H H H 0 ) is invertible. Now, Theorem 2 is proved.
V. DISCUSSION: PROPER VS FEASIBLE
In this section, we discuss the connection between the proper and feasibility conditions of the linear IA for MIMO-IBC by analyzing and comparing Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. We also show the relationship of our proved necessary and sufficient conditions with existing results in the literature.
A. "Proper"="Feasible" N, d) K ) G , the second necessary condition in Theorem 1, i.e., the proper condition in (3b), reduces to
For a class of MIMO-IBC with configuration
Proof: See Appendix D. Note that (32) was also obtained in [15] from counting the total number of variables and equations. However, it was not proposed as the proper condition. From the definition of the proper system in [11] , a system is proper iff for every subset of the equations, the number of the variables involved is at least as large as the number of the equations. This means that to prove (32) as the proper condition, we need to check: if (32) satisfies, whether (3b) always holds for arbitrary sets I ⊆ J and
From Theorem 2 and Corollary 1 we know that for a symmetric MIMO-IBC with M ≥ Kd and N ≥ d, when M and N are divisible by d, the IA of the symmetric MIMO-IBC will be feasible if the system is proper. Next, we derive from Theorem 2 that for a more general class of symmetric MIMO-IBC, the IA will be feasible if the system is proper.
Corollary 2: For a symmetric MIMO-IBC, when
the IA is feasible.
Proof: See Appendix E. This is the sufficient and necessary condition of the IA feasibility, where M and N are not necessary to be divisible by d or K. Since for the symmetric MIMO-IBC the condition that either M or N is divisible by d is one special case of (33), when either M or N is divisible by d, the proper symmetric MIMO-IBC is feasible.
In literature, the sufficiency has been proved only for three specific MIMO-IBC systems [4] , [9] , [19] and for two special classes of MIMO-IC [12] , [13] .
For the three MIMO-IBC systems with [19] and with G = 2, M = Kd, N = (K +1)d in [9] , the sufficiency was proved implicitly by proposing closedform linear IA algorithms. We can see that these configurations satisfy (32) and (33), i.e., the three systems are proper and feasible, which are special cases of our results in Corollary 2.
For the two classes of MIMO-IC in [12] , [13] , we can extend their results into MIMO-IBC by the following proposition.
Proposition 1: If there exists an invertible Jacobian matrix for a class of MIMO-IC with configuration
, there will exist an invertible Jacobian matrix for a class of MIMO-IBC with configuration (N i k , 1) ).
Proof: See Appendix F. According to Proposition 1, the sufficiency proof for the class of MIMO-IC in [12] where either M or N −d is divisible by d can be extended to a class of MIMO-IBC where either M or N − d is divisible by Kd, which is a sub-class of those shown in Corollary 2. Similarly, the sufficiency proof for the class of MIMO-IC in [13] where G ≥ 3 and M = N can be extended to a class of MIMO-IBC where G ≥ 3 and M = N + (K − 1)d. It is not hard to show that except for the cases when (G − 1)K is odd, all extended cases from [13] are the special cases of those in Corollary 2. When these extended MIMO-IBC systems satisfy the proper condition in (32), they are feasible.
B. "Proper" ="Feasible"
For a symmetric MIMO-IBC, the third necessary condition in Theorem 1, i.e., (3c), reduces to
where p and q were defined after (9) . In a symmetric MIMO-IBC where M ≥ Kd and N ≥ d, when M and N satisfy (32) but do not satisfy (34), the MIMO-IBC is proper but infeasible. However, some conditions in (34) can be derived from (32). To investigate the proper but infeasible region of antenna configuration, we need to find which necessary conditions in (34) are not included in the proper condition.
Corollary 3: For a symmetric MIMO-IBC where M ≥ Kd and N ≥ d, there exist at least two necessary conditions that are not included in the proper condition as follows
which lead to two proper but infeasible cases,
When G = 2 and K = 1, Case I is the same as Case II, otherwise these two cases are different.
Proof: See Appendix G. Many necessary conditions other than the proper condition were provided for various MIMO-IC [6] , [12] , [13] , [17] , [18] , [20] and MIMO-IBC [9] , [16] . In [12] , [13] , a necessary condition of max{M, N } ≥ 2d was provided for symmetric MIMO-IC, which is not difficult to be extended into symmetric MIMO-IBC as max{M, N } ≥ (K +1)d. In [6] , [17] , [18] , the methods to derive the necessary conditions are only applicable for MIMO-IC. Since some of the necessary conditions can be derived from the proper condition, we only compare the corresponding proper but infeasible cases, which can be obtained from the necessary conditions after some regular but tedious derivations. For conciseness, we omit the details of the derivation. In fact, no more than two conditions in [9] , [12] , [13] , [16] cannot be derived from the proper condition, which leads to no more than two proper but infeasible cases.
We list the existing and our extended results in Table I . It is shown that all existing proper but infeasible cases except those in [6] , [17] , [18] are special cases of Corollary 3.
For the symmetric MIMO-IC, all the necessary conditions in [6] , [17] , [18] cannot be derived from the proper condition. For the symmetric three-cell MIMO-IC in [17] , [18] , when L = 1, the obtained proper but infeasible cases are included in Cases I and II of our results, when L > 1, their necessary conditions lead to other proper but infeasible cases, where L is an arbitrary positive integer. For the symmetric G−cell MIMO-IC in [6] , there are four necessary conditions that correspond to four proper but infeasible cases. Two of the cases are included in Cases I and II of our results, but another two cases are not. Consequently, when K = 1, the necessary conditions in [6] , [17] , [18] are more general than ours, but the results are only applicable for MIMO-IC.
C. An example
In Fig. 3 , we illustrate the feasible and infeasible regions (i.e., the corresponding system configuration) with an example. The feasible results from Corollary 2 are shown by horizontal lines. The extended results from [12] and from [13] through Proposition 1 are respectively in dash and dot-dash lines. It is shown that all the extended results from [12] and from [13] are special cases of those from Corollary 2 since (G − 1)K is even in the example.
The two proper but infeasible cases in Corollary 3 are highlighted with red background. In the proper region, except for the region that has been proved to be feasible in Corollary 2 and that has been proved to be infeasible in Corollary 3, the feasibility of the remaining region is still unknown. 
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed and proved necessary conditions of linear IA feasibility for general MIMO-IBC with constant coefficients. A necessary condition other than proper condition was posed to ensure the elimination of a kind of irreducible interference. The existence conditions of the reducible and irreducible interference were provided, which depend on the 
difference in spatial dimension between a base station and multiple users or between a user and multiple base stations. We proved necessary and sufficient conditions for a special class of MIMO-IBC by finding an invertible Jacobian matrix, which include existing results in literature as special cases. Our analysis showed that when multiple ICIs between one BS and one user can be eliminated either by the BS or by the user, there exists an invertible Jacobian matrix that is a permutation matrix. By contrast, when these ICIs must be eliminated by sharing spatial resources between the BS and the user, the Jacobian matrix cannot be set as a permutation matrix owing to its repeated structure. To deal with the conflicting requirements on the sparse structure and the repeated structure of MIMO-IBC, a general rule to construct an invertible Jacobian matrix was proposed, by exploiting the flexibility of MIMO-IBC in assigning the spatial sources at the users. Finally, we analyzed the feasible, proper but infeasible, and unknown regions in antenna configuration for a proper symmetric MIMO-IBC. The analysis is not applicable to the MIMO-IBC with symbol extension. Hall's theorem [24, Theorem 3.1.11] indicates that in a bipartite graph, a perfect matching exists iff |N (S)| ≥ |S|, ∀S ⊆ Y, where N (S) is the set of all vertices adjacent to some elements of S. In a general MIMO-IBC with configuration 
In the perfect matching, the two sets of vertices have a oneto-one mapping relationship. 
Then, from (22a) and (22b), the elements of J J J(H H H 0 ) become
As a result, the Jacobian matrix for a MIMO-IBC with configuration
has the same pattern of nonzero elements as the Jacobian matrix for a MIMO-IBC with configuration 
, for an arbitrary data stream of MS i k , the number of ICIs it experienced is an element in φ i , and the number of variables in its effective receive vector is
∈ φ i , there will exist one BS (say BS j ) where the number of variables in the effective receive vector of MS i k is not large enough to cancel all the d j ICIs generated from BS j , denoted by Since Y 1 , · · · , Y dj need to be eliminated by BS j and MS i k jointly, a perfect matching (that corresponds a permutation matrix that satisfies the sparse structure) requires that some of ∂Y 1 /∂X 1(t) , · · · , ∂Y dj /∂X dj (t) are ones and others are zeros.
According to the repeated structure of the Jacobian matrix shown in (22a) and (23), we have ∂Y 1 /∂X 1(t) = · · · = ∂Y dj /∂X dj (t) . As a result, any permutation matrix that satisfies the sparse structure of the Jacobian matrix cannot satisfy its repeated structure. Therefore, there does not exist a Jacobian matrix that is a permutation matrix. where K T = j∈IT K, K R = i∈IR |K i |, I T = {j|(i, j) ∈ I} and I R = {i|(i, j) ∈ I}. I T and I R denote the index sets of the cells in I that generate ICI and suffer from the ICI, K T and K R are the total numbers of users in the cells with indices in I T and I R , respectively. DefineĨ {(i, j)|i = j, ∀j ∈ I T , i ∈ I R }, it is easy to know I ⊆Ĩ.
10 Therefore, the right-hand side of (D.1) satisfies N, d) K ) G where M and N satisfy M ≥ M p , N ≥ N p , ∃p to be feasible, we first prove its IA to be feasible when M = M p , N = N p , ∃p.
Since 
